Fully Integrated Access Control & Badging Solution

A single database to manage all areas of your facility

Networked readers and wireless locks

Open-platform access control hardware
Manage Employee Credentials

In addition to integrated access control, PremiSys offers a built-in, full-featured badging module for cardholder and credential management, and ID badge printing.

- Customizable badge designs, screen designs, and database fields
- Unique photo recall displays cardholders’ photos when cards are presented to readers
- Combines database management with the latest in card design technology

Track & Report on System Activities

PremiSys makes it easy to monitor all of the activities throughout your system. The Reports Generator provides a complete audit of user activity through customized transaction and cardholder reports.

- Easily generate and email customized reports at scheduled times
- Generate User Journals to track activities by system administrators
- Link recorded video to transaction history reports to maintain a visual history of system activity

Gain Insights Into Building Security

PremiSys Security Management Dashboard provides real-time insights into the PremiSys system, giving you the information that you need to make critical decisions about your facility’s security. The Dashboard includes seven widgets and is viewable in a standard web browser window or on a tablet.

- Identify your building’s security risk level
- Find vulnerable areas of your facility
- Report on and deactivate unused cards
Fully Networked and Integrated Access Control

PremiSys™ is a fully networked system that integrates with solutions from leading manufacturers to develop robust and flexible physical access control solutions designed to meet your exact requirements.

Networked Readers
Protect perimeter doors by using a variety of card readers including proximity, smart card, and multi-technology that connect to PremiSys through authentic Mercury Security hardware.

Wireless & No-Tour Locks
Wireless locks are ideal for securing individual office, resident, and common area doors. Locks communicate via Wi-Fi or BLE and are inexpensive to install. Manage lock data through system software or convenient Resident Manager™ mobile app for no tour tools.

Elevator Control
Restrict access to specific floors through the software or by using a third-party integration that connects PremiSys to your elevator control system.

Mass Notification
Sends or sends emergency information via SMS messages to authorities, first responders, and others. Send custom or pre-defined messages.

Asset Management / Workplace Optimization
Manage high-value assets as they are moved throughout the building using real-time location systems (RTLS or proximity location systems (PLS). Identify building occupancy trends and account for employees and visitors during emergencies.

Human Resources
Connect PremiSys to your systems that run payroll, time & attendance, and Active Directory using a third-party integration.

Visitor Management
Identify visitors and restrict their access as they move throughout your facility. PremiSys integrates with leading visitor management systems to control and track visitor movement.

Parking Management
PremiSys provides options to manage access to garages, parking lots, gates, barriers, and turnstiles using extended range and slim design readers, and specialty key fobs.

Server Racks
Reduce the internal threat to your data. Rack Armor™ restricts access at the rack level and provides complete audit reports of activity. Supports two-man ratch (ratch multiplex control).

Visitor Management (VMS)
Connect to leading VMS to display live and/or recorded video, when releasing alarm notifications, viewing dynamic maps, and generating transaction history reports.

Video Management (VideoSys)
View real-time PremiSys events inside VMS platforms with video synchronized to ACS events. View ACS emulated image in VMS mobile app and export data and video clips for reports.

Biometrics
Protect high-security facilities with biometric readers to authenticate access based on physical characteristics.

Wireless Crash Bars
Save your personnel time and resources with wireless crash bars that provide remote undogging and monitoring options. Automatically undog crash bars on a schedule or as the result of a specific action or event.

Intercom
PremiSys integrates with intercom systems directly through the system software or through third-party integrations.
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Remote Access Control and Management

PremiSys™ offers advanced options to remotely manage your access control and badging systems using smart phones and tablets.*

Remote Access Control Administration
PremiSys Mobile gives system users the freedom to remotely manage daily security activities. Run system reports, acknowledge and clear alarms, and view the status of all associated doors with easy-to-read indicator icons.

Remote Access Control
Track cardholders at remote sites where there are no card readers, scan badges for emergency mustering, and verify that cardholders are in the PremiSys database. Requires software license for third-party integration.

Remote Badging
Turn your smart phone into a remote badging station with PremiSys Mobile. Take employee photos and print ID cards without employees leaving their workspace.

Remote Credential Management
Manage cardholder records through your mobile device. Assign and modify what doors cardholders may access and instantly deactivate a card so that it can’t be used to access the building(s).

*PremiSys Mobile is available for iOS 7 and greater and Android 4 and greater and requires a mobile license to be activated through PremiSys.
Solutions to Respond to Emergencies
PremiSys™ provides the tools that you need to empower your staff to quickly respond during emergencies.

Lockout/Lockdown from Software
When seconds count, easily lockout or lockdown a single door, a group of doors, or all doors from the software or a pushbutton.

- Specify which users have access to lockout/lockdown
- Customize which doors and buildings are included in the lockout/lockdown
- Generate an audit trail of lockout/lockdown activities
- Instantly notify authorities via SMS messages with custom or pre-defined messages

Lockout: Instantly locks perimeter readers. Anyone with a valid access card can gain entry.

Lockdown: Instantly locks all perimeter readers and interior locks. Revokes all access privileges except special “Override Cards” that are given to first responders.

Lockdown from Mobile App
With PremiSys Mobile, you can instantly lockdown your building from anywhere using a mobile phone or tablet.

- Lock, unlock, or lockdown any individual door or group of doors
- Available only for hardwired access readers
- Acknowledge and clear system alarms

Dynamic Mapping
PremiSys allows you to import your building maps to receive a visual alert when there’s an alarm or other system event.

By clicking on the alarm icon, you can drill down to find the exact location of the alarm across multiple locations.

Automatically undog (lock) crash bars based on scheduled times and system events

Lockout/lockdown through software or by pushing a button

Instantly lockdown from anywhere with the Mobile App

Pinpoint the exact location of a door in alarm
Maximum Options to Customize Your Installation

PremiSys offers more installation options than other access systems on the market to ensure that your solution is customized to meet your exact needs. Mix these connectivity options in PremiSys using a single database.

**RS-485 (Online)**
RS-485 communication uses Mercury Security’s open-platform hardware to connect between PremiSys software and hardwired door readers. This connectivity method is often used for doors requiring a higher level of security. Includes full suite of PremiSys features.

**Gateway RSI (Online)**
Provides enterprise access control when using wireless locks. Gateway RSI combines Mercury Security’s open-platform hardware with Gateways that communicate to the wireless locks via Bluetooth Low Energy. Includes the full suite of PremiSys features.

**Gateway IP Direct (Online)**
Reduce your hardware needs by using wireless locks that communicate via Gateway IP. The only additional hardware that you will require are Gateways that communicate between the PremiSys software and the wireless locks. Includes a limited PremiSys features set.

**Wi-Fi (Offline)**
Provides an easy way to transition from mechanical keys to electronic credentials. PremiSys communicates with the wireless locks at scheduled times via Wi-Fi, eliminating the need for additional hardware. Includes a limited PremiSys features set.

**No-Tour/On-Card (Offline)**
Manage wireless, no-tour locks from the Resident Manager™ mobile app to update lock and cardholder data, and download audit reports of lock activity. Resident Manager connects to the wireless locks via Bluetooth Low Energy. Includes a limited PremiSys features set.

*Other hardware configurations are available using Authentic Mercury Security hardware.

**Also compatible with readers from Schlage®, Farpointe Data, Essex Electronics, and Idemia.**
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